
 

 

How I trade One-Minute Charts? 
This is a step-by-step guide that transfers my trading knowledge on how to read 
charts, draw trendlines and above all – successfully trade around it. I use one-minute 
charts to trade /NQ Futures for few points throughout the day. You can use the 
information and thought process behind this to trade any other instrument in any 
other time frame. I used /NQ as that is what I personally trade. Also gave an example 
using the $NVDA one-minute chart. 

This document will provide you with a comprehensive and detailed approach on how 
to take these trades. Of course as you become mature and practice this setup – It will 
get better. The idea is NOT to trade every time you see it but wait for the idea and 
most probably setup. That comes with experience and doing it repeatedly.  

 

Not an Investment Advice  
The Content is for informational purposes only, you should not construe any such information or 
other material contained within or on my Twitter profile or e-mails or any social blogs as legal, tax, 
investment, financial, or other advice. Nothing contained on my Site constitutes a solicitation, 
recommendation, endorsement, or offer by Mommy Trades or myself or any third-party service 
provider to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments. 

Risky Investment 
There are risks associated with investing in securities and/or Futures contracts. Investing in stocks, 
bonds, Futures, Forex, exchange traded funds, mutual funds, and money market funds involve risk of 
loss.  Loss of principal is possible. Some high-risk investments may use leverage, which will accentuate 
gains & losses. Greater volatility and political, economic and currency fluctuations may impose extra 
risk.  My past investment & trading performance is not a guarantee or predictor of my future 
investment performance. 



Before we get into the details, here are few concepts you need to understand and 
master. This will help you create trend lines.  

Swing Pivots: These are turning points of each directional move in the price. We 
say pivot, because price seems to trade around these swing points. There are two types 
of Swing pivots. The point or pivot where the upswing turns down is a Swing High. The 
point where a downswing turns up is a Swing Low. Here are how these Swing pivots 
would look like on a 1-minute chart of /NQ.  

 

These points are important because they change the tide or direction of the price. 
These are not random as they represent demand and supply, or support and resistance 
levels. 

If Bulls are not able to move the price of a security above a Swing high, that means at 
that point in time, no one is willing to offer a higher price than the swing high. Nobody 
wanted to buy at that level. You can say it is a Resistance zone.  

In case of a Swing low the bears could not push the prices below a certain level. That 
becomes a Support zone. It means no trader is willing to sell below that price point. 
Below is a fully labeled chart highlighting Swing Highs and Swing Low points.  



 

If you observe in the above chart, I have also created two trend lines by combining all 
Swing Low points (A-B-C) and Swing High points (1-2-3). It makes an upward sloping 
channel in which the price moves in waves.  

 

 

Below is an illustration of what I mean by price moving within a channel in waves.  

 

There is also a concept of Resistance turned support & Support turned resistance. 

When a resistance area marked by Swing high fails to keep the market down, and 
prices go up, it turns into a support area. Even the Swing high failed, but traders use 



these price points or zones as important levels to watch. So, what used to be resistance 
is now a Support. Point ‘C’ in the above chart marks the Resistance turned Support 
area.  

The same is true for Support turned Resistance. When a support area marked by Swing 
low fails to keep the market up, and price fall – it turns into a resistance area on any 
move back up.  

Clearing a Price level: 

Clearing a price level is another important aspect of trading. Price breaking above the 
resistance zone or below a support level compared to just touching it has a different 
meaning. Clearing a level means a decisive market and not able to break through a 
price level means that it having trouble going above the resistance or below a support 
level. To keep it simple, let us define it as such: - 

To clear above a price level, the market price must form a candle bar that is completely 
above a certain resistance price OR at least close above it.  

To clear below a price level, it must form a candle bar that is entirely below the price 
level (or at least close below it). Look at the chart below and you will see how it all 
worked out when the price eventually cleared below the support level completely. 

 

 



How to Draw a Trendline:  

First, a Trend line is that connects various swing highs or swing lows to highlight a 
trend. For markets that are moving up, the trendline is drawn with Swing lows. For a 
downward moving market, the trendline is drawn using Swing highs.  

Don’t worry, I will show you exactly how to do that. To give you a simplistic view, below 
is a price chart in an uptrend. All 3 points marked 1,2,3 are subsequent Swing highs and 
if you join these points with a straight line, it becomes a Trend line. Anytime the price 
touches that trendline, it attracts sellers. For example, point 2 and 3 both fell on that 
trendline and got sold (or at least sideways). And every time the price breaks out of its 
previous swing high, it has managed to make another high. Of course, that is not 
always the case, but we will also get into what to look for before entering a breakout 
trade OR whether you should be a seller at the trend line.  

 

You can observe that trendline act as support and resistance as well. One can play 
bounce off a trendline in an uptrend or fade it from the trendline in a downtrend. We 
will also give importance to the angle of a trendline to see how steep or shallow it is.  

Few rules to draw a Trendline: 

Available in the Paid version 



 

And we will adjust along the way as market makes a new high. Once it breaks above 
point 2, tweak the trendline as shown below. 

 

Similarly, you will be connecting start of a bearish move with the first swing high to 
create a bearish looking trendline. 

 



Once the price moves above 2, and then falls again below point 3 – adjust the trend 
line as shown below. 

 

 

Helpful Pointers: 

Many traders love to draw trend lines, but they end up drawing too many which only 
causes confusion. You can draw a trendline from using as many price candles as you 
like. So, what is the magic number? Well, there is None. The idea behind a trendline is 
to identify the market bias. Therefore, focus only on drawing a line which highlights the 
market bias and not every trendline that can be drawn from two points. 

 

As you draw more trendlines, you will have more experience and practice under you. 
The idea is to stay consistent with your approach in drawing a trendline. If you draw 
trendline everywhere on every move, it will be a mess and not give you a clear picture. 
Also clear the previous trend lines frequently so you don’t end up having too many on 
your screen.  

Looking at some real-life examples will also be helpful. It would be beneficial to 
show you a 1-minute time chart of /NQ trade setup -candle by candle – and what is my 
thought process as I prepare to take an entry. Each candle in these charts represent 1 
min. Also consider the price action. By Price action, I mean the final shape of a price 
candle as it completes a minute.  

1. All what matters is how is the price moving with respect to a trendline.  



2. We want to go short when the trendline gets broken to the downside. 
3. We want to go long when the trendline gets broken to the upside. 

 

Let us start with a random day and time. I have put larger charts, so it is easier to see. 
This is a Candle-by-Candle Play book. So, read the comments and then try to absorb 
the price action. 

 

1-minute chart of /NQ. 



 

Two things can happen here as the price touches the trendline. It can either break 
higher OR fade back. How do you decide which side to get in on? The idea is to not 
gamble and pick a side based on your feelings or somebody Tweeting about it. You 
must follow rules. 

 

Summary: Trendlines are a powerful tool that you can use in your daily trading. It can 
provide good timed entries and potential targets. Trendlines are also valid for higher 
time frames like Hourly, Daily etc. However, as we are looking to scalp /NQ, that is why 
I shared an example of what I do in real life to trade 1-minute /NQ Chart. That is my 



niche, and that matches with my personality of not wanting to see all the ups and 
downs that higher time frames can provide. Yes, I let go off higher rewards, but I am 
Okay not thinking about open positions while doing other work. If you can take that 
kind of ‘stress’ (for lack of a better word.) and have patience – Go for it. It is all about 
how you feel emotionally when inside a trade.  

 

Few Rules I stick to before I enter any trade: - Treat them as recommendations, but 
you can find your own niche once you practice and get the feel for market conditions 
in which you thrive the best. For Me – these are an absolute MUST and have proven to 
be great additions. 

- In U.S. session, I trade after 10:30am ET because the morning moves are too 
much for me and my account to handle. I like some established direction and 
calmness. You can stretch that time to 11:00am ET if you like. No trades after 
3:30PM unless it is a ‘To Die For’ set up. 
 

- I have also found success trading Asian session after 10:00PM ET and before I call 
it a night. One or two trades depending on the setups. The moves are slow unless 
some news comes out. 
 

- To gauge the market bias, always good to trade in the direction of a higher time-
frame. For me higher time frame is anywhere from 30min to 60min candles. 
Hourly chart provides good direction. So, if hourly chart is pointing down and 
support is still a bit far – you should look for selling /NQ. If the setup is lucrative 
and very promising in the 5min chart, but the 30 min or hourly is still showing 
you selling and MACD turned down – Do not get into buying for a quick bounce. 
And Vice Versa. 
 

- When taking an entry in the 5-minute chart, I wait till the last 30 seconds of a 5-
minute time frame to enter. This is because more often than not, the shape of the 
candle will change in the last minute. And what was looking to be a promising 
setup with MACD pointing up sharply or a golden cross – those last 30 seconds 
just changed your view point.  

 



Stop-Losses: - You can say these are essential to anyone’s account survival. I hate 
them, but it is a necessary evil. As traders we tend to see a larger loss in hopes of the 
trade turning around into our favor. I always like to define a mental stop-loss as I enter 
a trade. Most of the time I like to see a candle ‘Close’ above/below the stop-loss level 
(depending on if you are short or long). In smaller time-frames – you will see 
choppiness. Only when you zoom out you will see a clear trend. Therefore, define that 
stop-loss for you.  

Daily/Weekly Targets: - I like to make at least $100 to $125 a day. If I reach $500+ for 
the week, I only get in super quality setups – and literally become lazy to trade more. 
This teaches me self-control and discipline. Without discipline, you will not get 
anywhere in trading. Secondly, it frees up my time to do other things. To look after my 
family, go after my hobbies, and just be lazy. If you don’t have targets – you will always 
be chasing. No profit will ever be enough. Define that limit for yourself and STICK to IT. 

 

Below is a $NVDA one-minute Price Chart – shown Candle-by-Candle.  

Please pay attention to the thought process, commentary, Entry levels, and 
adjustment of trend lines. 

 

Here is a NVDA chart on a random day. I gave market half an hour to establish some 
sort of trend in a one-minute chart. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



I hope this little exercise gave you some insight into how to read charts, create a story 
line, and get into the shoes of traders that move the markets. Price Action combined 
with various technical setups can be a very powerful tool to trade successfully.  

 

Thank you, 

www.Mommytrading.com 

 

Any questions – please reach out at mommytradespremium@gmail.com or hit me on 
my Twitter @mommytrades  
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